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1) Section Title Box   

Makes up structure of document. 
 
To edit title use: Ctrl+F6 
 
To convert title into text use: Shift+Ctrl+\ 

4) Numbered Lists   

Use Ctrl+L to add/remove. List always 
appear bulleted. Converted to numbers 
or other formats when document is pre-
viewed or delivered to client.  
 
To indent list use Ctrl+M 
To unindent list use Shift+Ctrl+M  

3) Subsection Title 

Appears italicized under main section title. 
 
To add a new subsection on same level 
use Shift+Ctrl+N.  
 
To edit subtitle use: Ctrl+F6 
 
To convert title into text use: Shift+Ctrl+\ 

5) Section Properties List 

Appears when inserting a Section Title: 
Ctrl+N or subsection: Shift+Ctrl+N.  
 
Search for predefined titles for use with 
current document type.  

2) Content below title box 

Type under section or subsection 
title. Type content of section within 
box. Can sometimes appear with 
no title, just the box.  

6) Moving edit cursor between content   

To move cursor to next content box use: Down Arrow or 
Tab 
 
To move cursor to previous content box use: Up Arrow 
or Shift+Tab   
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8) Move single section Up or Down 

To move section above prior section use: Ctrl+alt+, 
 
To move section below next section use: Ctrl+alt+. 
 
9) Move entire section with subsections Up or Down 
 
To move section and subsection above use: Shift + alt + , 

7) Promote and Demote Sections 

To convert subsection to main section 
use: ctrl+ , (comma) 
  
To convert main section to subsection 
use: ctrl+ . (period) 
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2) Recognized Section Content 
 
The text transcribed by the speech 
engine related to the section title. 

1) Voice Cursor 

Moves over each word as audio is 
played. Helps MT read and listen 
attentively. Also can carry edit cur-
sor for more efficient editing. 

3) Recognized Subsection Content 
 
The text transcribed by the speech 
engine related to the subsection title. 
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4) Attach Selection  

To attach edit cursor to the voice cursor use: Ctrl + Space. When attached 

edit cursor merges with voice cursor and voice cursor changes blue. 

5) Move Playback To Cursor  

To move voice cursor to edit cursor use Shift + Ctrl + Space. 

6) Red Content Lines 
 
Title recognized but not a predefined title 
for the current Doc Type so content ap-
pears in between to red lines. 


